
Halakha

Clean Clothes on Shabbath ¡azon
According to the Rama, one should not

wear Shabbath clothes on Shabbath ¡azon,
but should continue wearing the clothes that
one wears during the nine days (according to
Ashkenazi custom) even though it is
Shabbath. Other Ashkenazi authorities dispute
this, since signs of mourning are not permitted
on Shabbath, and the prevalent custom is to
wear Shabbath clothes, which is the opinion of
the Gaon of Vilna. Some have the custom of
making a change with one garment. Those
who have the custom of the Rama, however,
should not change their custom.

Sephardim follow the opinion of Maran
Beth Yoseph and wear Shabbath clothes on
Shabbath ¡azon, just like any other Shabbath
and do not change any of the items. It should
be noted that the prohibition of wearing clean
clothes for Sephardim starts after Shabbath
¡azon.
(See Rama 551:1. Mishnah Berurah ibid, 6. Kaf Ha¥ayyim ibid,

Oth 13)



Parasha

Ma¿¿oth/Mass'ei: Remove the Root Cause
Before the Evil

m®z̈ŸI ¦M §U ©nÎlM̈ z¥̀  m ½¤Y §c ©A ¦̧̀ §e m ½¤ki¥p §R ¦n Æu ¤x ¸̀̈ d̈ i³¥a §W «iÎlM̈Îz ¤̀  m ¹¤Y §W ©xFḑ §e
:Eci «¦n §W ©Y mz̈Fn«ÄÎlM̈ z¬¥̀ §e Ec ½¥A ©̀ §Y Æmz̈Ÿk«¥Q ©n i³¥n §l ©vÎlM̈ z ¥̧̀ §e And you shall

inherit all those who dwell in the land before you...and
destroy all their idols and high places (Bammidbar 33:52).

In this verse, G-d tells the Children of Israel to drive
out all the inhabitants of the land, before telling them to
destroy the 'Abodah Zarah (idolatry). Why was the
instruction in this specific order? It says in Ben Ish ¡ai that
a person must keep away and guard himself from that
which causes evil, more than the evil itself. The reason is
that as long as that cause of the 'Abodah Zarah remains,
even if the person nullifies the actual idolatry, it is as if he
did nothing, because it can easily return.

Therefore, G-d commanded them not to be in a
great rush to first destroy the 'Abodah Zarah when they
enter land, but rather, to first destroy those who serve it. It
is on account of them that it exists in the world. Only then
will the land be purified and you will dwell there securely.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, 2nd year, Parashath Mas'ei)
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Milah & Pidyon When Fast is Held on 10th of Ab
According to the Shul¥an 'Arukh, when the 9th of Ab falls on Shabbath and the fast is postponed till

the 10th, if there is a Milah on the 10th, those involved in the Milah (the parents, Sandaq and Mohel), may
pray an early Min¥a, wash and eat, because this is a Yom ¤ob for them. Others say that this applies to the
father alone. It is appropriate to reiterate that this is the case only when the fast has been postponed.

Nowadays, many do not follow this custom but continue to fast the entire day. They change their
clothes and perform the Milah close to sunset. After the emergence of three stars, they hold the festive meal
at which all can eat.

There are those who say that the same rule applies to a Pidyon Habben whose actual date falls on the
10th of Ab. Since there are different opinions in these matters, one should consult with one's Rabbi
concerning one's own custom.

(See Shul¥an 'Arukh 559:9. Kaf Ha¥ayyim, ibid, Oth 31-34. Mishnah Berurah, ibid,

Prayer and Torah Study on Shabbath 9th of Ab Eve
When Tish'ah Be-Ab falls on Sunday, or falls on Shabbath and is postponed till Sunday, all the

prayers of the Shabbath before the fast are prayed as usual, without any change. Additionally, all the
Shba¥oth and Pizmonim (Shabbath songs) that are sung every Shabbath, are sung on this Shabbath, as
usual.

There is a difference of opinion concerning the study of Torah after midday (Halakhic time), when
Tish'ah Be-Ab falls on Sunday, or falls on Shabbath and is postponed till Sunday. There are those who do
not study Torah after this time, except for those portions that are permitted to be studied on Tish'ah Be-Ab
itself. Others do study Torah, as usual, until sunset.

The holy Ben Ish ¡ai states that this is his custom, to be lenient and study Torah after midday.
Indeed, the most prevalent custom is to permit the study of Torah, as usual, till sunset.

(See Maamar Mordekhai [Eliyahu], Hilkhoth ¡aggim, 28:1-2. Ben Ish ¡ai, 1st year, Parashath Debarim, Oth 18)
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